2.1 Introduction

With globally increasing war, conflicts and terrorism acts, blast or bullet limb injuries are seen more often and present a surgical challenge.

The amount of tissue damage and the injury severity of gunshot injuries are due to the energy transmitted by the bullets or projectiles, depending mainly on their velocity. Therefore, the injuries are not divided any more, as in the past, to “high- and low-velocity injury” but to “a high- or low-energy injury.”

Blast injuries are also energy related and mainly dependent upon the distance from the blast, the energy released from the bombing device, the media (air or water) and the environment in which the blast takes place (close or open). Although the injury may look superficial, it might be much worse and the external wound is sometimes only the tip of the iceberg.

2.2 Bullet and Projectile Ballistics

Projectile or bullet injuries may be classified as “low-energy” or “high-energy,” which describe the amount of damage to the tissues. The factor that most affects the injury severity is the amount and the efficiency of energy transfer [1–5], which is mostly related to kinetic energy that is presented by the equation “Energy transferred = \(\frac{1}{2} M [(V_{\text{entering}})^2 - (V_{\text{exiting}})^2]\) (\(M\) – mass; \(V\) – velocity)” in a bullet that does not “waste” energy on deforming. Other suggested theories are the momentum theory expressed as “Mass \times Velocity” and the power theory related to “Mass \times Velocity^3” [6]. Ballistic wounds can be classified, according to the amount of energy causing them, into: high energy (>1,000 J); medium energy (250–1,000 J); low energy (<250 J) [7]. For example, this is the basic principle of successful open fracture classification system as described by Gustilo–Anderson [8, 9].

The energy importance is represented by most shot wound classifications, such as the Red Cross classification for war injury [10] that emphasizes wound severity in terms of tissue damage and injuries to specific anatomic structures. The injury is rated according to the size of the entry and exit wounds. It also categorizes the presence of a cavity, a fracture, or an injured vital structure and the presence or absence of metallic bodies [10]. The modified Red Cross classification for civilian injuries, [11] which incorporates the ballistic and clinical aspects of gunshot injuries in civilians, is based on energy dissipation, vital structures injured, type of wound created, severity of bony injury, degree of contamination, and the modified Gustilo–Anderson open fracture classification system in which low-velocity gunshot wounds are designated as Grade I or Grade II, based on the size of the skin wound and high-velocity gunshot injuries are designated as Grade III injuries, regardless of wound size [12].

The cascade of a shot starts with pulling the trigger. This leads to the quick expansion of gas that may reach a temperature of over 2,800°C. This produces
pressures as great as 25 tons per square foot, which ejects the bullet and is responsible for its kinetic energy and devastating potential [3, 13].

The amount of kinetic energy delivered by the hitting body (projectile, bullet, shrapnel...) at the time of impact depends mainly upon the squared velocity \(E = \frac{1}{2}MV^2\) and in a lesser degree to the projectile body mass. The longer the range, the lower the velocity is at impact [4]. The velocity is traditionally classified to high or low velocity, commonly refers to slower than the speed of sound in air, approximately 1,100 fps [usually projectile speed is below 1,000 to 2,000 feet per second (fps)], which generally is more common in the civilian population and usually causes less severe injuries as opposed to higher velocity (projectile speed is greater than 2,000 to 3,000 fps) such as military and hunting weapons which cause more severe damage and at high speed (4,760 fps), the rate of energy conversion into mechanical tissue destruction can become proportional to the third power of velocity or even higher [4]. The velocity of the M-16 bullet is thrice that of the 0.22 bullet. This explains, why although M-16 has almost the same caliber and mass as the 0.22 its kinetic energy is almost 10 times than the 0.22. The longer the barrel, the more time available for bullet acceleration by the expanding gases (therefore, for identical rounds, the gun with a shorter barrel produces a lower-velocity bullet) [14]. Following that, the bore (the evenly hollowed out inner part of the barrel) traps the gases that expand and reach velocities greater than the missile, further accelerating and destabilizing it for a short distance [13, 15]. The terms “low-velocity” and “high-velocity” although very common, can be very misleading [1, 16]. Although shotguns are technically low-velocity weapons, they cause major soft-tissue, nerve, vascular, bone, and joint injuries [2, 17, 18], resulting in a mortality rate nearly twice that attributable to other weapons. Even in “civilian gunshot injury,” considered relatively low-energy injury, severe damage might be induced. Of 60 patients who suffered from civilian gunshot injury, 36 had fractures, 75% of them in the lower extremity, and 81% in long bones; 8 patients had 10 vascular injuries; 13 nerve injuries (16.8%), most of them of the deep peroneal nerve (38%) [19]. In a report from Vietnam, bullets were responsible for 30% of penetrating wounds, but caused 45% of the deaths [20]. It has been estimated that a person struck by a bullet, in a military conflict, has a one in three chance of dying. This compares to a 1 in 7 chance of dying if struck by fragments from a shell, and 1 in 20 if struck by a fragment from a grenade [21].

The energy transfer is also affected by the tissue involved in the projectiles tract, and is related to the density and rigidity of the tissue. More rigid tissue such as bone resists deformation, and offers a greater resistance, resulting in greater energy transfer. The energy transfer may cause tissue damage by direct laceration by the projectile. Energy lost due to the resistance of the tissue results in the development of compressive waves that radiate away from the projectile tract and can damage tissues (with the formation of a temporary cavity) by accelerating energy transfer to anything in contact with the projectile as it passes through the tissue (Cavitation), which is thought to be the most significant factor in tissue injury from high-energy projectiles [20].

The higher bone rigidity compared to skin and muscle produces a greater resistance and results in greater energy transfer, and commonly results in fracture of the bone [22]. Increasing projectile velocity was associated with an increased cavitation and increased fragmentation. For low-energy weapons, such as handguns with a pre-impact velocity of approximately 200 m/s, 60% of the fractures were incomplete and only 22% were multifragmentary. In high-energy weapons such as military or hunting rifles with a pre-impact velocity of nearly 1,000 m/s, all fractures were complete, and comminuted (multifragmentary) [22, 23]. In an in-vitro model, the comminuted segment was noted to involve 42% of the total length of the bone [20, 24].

The direction of the projectile is described as its rotation axis, and the deviation is a yaw. If the bullet remains parallel with its line of flight, the energy loss is proportional to the difference of velocity squares and hence the energy decreases over longer distances [15]. Under these conditions its initial direction, strikes the target. If a bullet wobbles and then tumbles to 90° to its initial direction, maximal energy transfer is achieved [1, 5]. The highly complex action of spin on a yawing bullet (precession), combined with a second complicated motion of higher frequency and lower amplitude (nutation), will cause the projectile to rotate in a rosette pattern of motion, imparting stability analogous to a spinning top [13, 15] (Fig. 2.1).

The use of helical grooves in the barrel rifling accompanied with a long narrow bullet helps to achieve gyroscopic stability to the bullet, reduces the tumble tendency of a non-spinning bullet, a combination that
causes the bullet to rotate in a rosette pattern of motion [4, 5, 15] and can reduce the accuracy. Once the bullet strikes the target, it may start to rotate and tumble due to energy and speed reduction and by that aggravate the tissue damage.

An exception is the shotgun in that although velocity is relatively low the damage induced to the tissue is relatively high. The damage is based on the powder charge, load, wadding, barrel length, choke, smooth bore, and range from target [17, 25]. The type and quantity of gunpowder affects the initial kinetic energy of the bullet. The load is composed of different sizes of shot, packed into the shell, usually a plastic. The role of wadding (paper, cardboard, plastic) is to fill up dead space in the shell, protecting the powder and shot, and seal the bore during firing to keep gas behind the pellets [3]. The choke is a partial constriction of the bore at the muzzle that condenses and controls the shot pattern. Tighter the barrel end, smaller is the spread of pellets and greater the length of the shot column [1]. The injury and spread of the bullet is reversely related to the distance from the target (the pellets separate slightly less than 1 in/yd when moving from 2 to 100 yd) [17, 25] and the barrel length (a minimum of 18 in. is required by the federal law).

Shotgun injury severity can be divided basically into four categories in relation to the distance from the shotgun [17]: Type 0 – range of 20–50 m (maximal), usually only skin penetration. Type I – range of 7–20 m (long range), usually causes scattered low-energy injuries and does not penetrate deep to fascia. Type II – range of 3–7 m (close range), usually causes severe damage and does penetrate deep to the fascia. Type III – range of 0–3 m (point blank), causes complete destruction when transferred kinetic energy exceeds the elastic limits of the tissue [4, 26], mainly to the muscles. Injured muscle fibers swell up to five times their normal size. It can be noted that there is clotting of muscle cytoplasm, loss of striations, and interstitial extravasation of blood. These are accompanied by a six times increase of lactate levels and depletion of adenosine triphosphate, creatine phosphate, and glycogen occurs [13, 27]. These changes create local edema, which may cause a compartment syndrome, further increasing the damage of the soft tissues [16]. The bones are also prone to damage with highly comminuted compound fractures and severe contamination owing to the wadding. The main neurovascular bundles, unless directly injured are relatively less vulnerable to injury [15] although in close-range injury about a third of the patients may have vascular or neurological damage [2, 17, 28]. In many cases this severe compound trauma results in amputation [2, 28].

The projectile or the bullet characteristics are different between the different weapon types and even the same weapon may use different bullets such as regular shape or hollow-point, copper or lead cover, metal or rubber projectile, which may dramatically affect the damage to the tissues (Figs. 2.2a–d). Large-caliber projectiles especially shot from magnum shells that contain more powder, have greater mass and velocity and hence cause more damage to the tissue. Bullets are composed primarily of lead or lead in combination with varying amounts of other metals (e.g., copper) depending on their desired final hardness [29]. The bullet may be physically altered by making a cavity at the tip (hollow-point), metal jacketing (e.g., soft-point), and prescoring the bullet (e.g., dumdum), which makes it more likely to fragment when hitting a target or explosive devices [4, 5, 13, 16, 30].

Scoring the bullet makes it more likely to fragment when subjected to strong “in-flight” physical forces or
“mushroom” on penetrating the body (the dumdum, which was declared inhumane and outlawed at the Hague peace conference of 1899) [30, 31]. This difference between penetrating and perforating projectiles is that the perforating bullets transfer all their kinetic energy to the target [3, 4].

The combination of the projectile ballistic pattern and the biologic and mechanical properties of the tissue and body affect the damage and the wound shape [3, 4].

An impact velocity of only 150–170 fps is required to penetrate skin [17, 25]. Most bullet entrance wounds opposed to shrapnel’s are oval to circular with a punched-out clean appearance and are often surrounded by a zone of reddish damaged skin (the abrasion ring) Cherry-hue appearance is a clue to close-range injury of underlying muscle due to carboxyhemoglobin, formed by carbon monoxide release during combustion (Fig. 2.3) [3]. Tattooing of the skin also usually implies a close-range wound. At the entrance site, just 1–4 ms after striking the target a temporary cavity is created, which is proportional to the energy transferred by the projectile [15].

Fig. 2.2 Demonstration of the difference in tissue destruction in accordance to the bullet type, shot from 9-mm gun. (a, b) Comminuted femoral fracture due to hollow-point shape bullet. (c, d) Superficial foot injury due to regular bullet
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and the tissue elasticity is left over as a smaller permanent cavity remains. The cavity is up to a maximum size of 10–40 times the bullet’s diameter with internal pressures reaching 100–200 atm [3, 4, 26, 32]. In high-velocity injuries, the damage may be similar to the effect of an explosion [15]. Although less common, from the exit wound, the vacuum in the temporary cavity pulls foreign material into the wound [4, 13, 15, 26].

The wound area can be divided into the central primary track (the permanent cavity), which depends on tissue elasticity; the contused muscles near the tract; and the outer concussion area (changing congestion) [33], which inversely depends on the transferred energy (relatively low if any, in low-velocity “civilian” gunshot wounds [34] which may explain why it rarely requires a full wound exploration [35]. As energy increases, the area of the injured muscles increases and usually can be easily diagnosed by direct vision [15, 36]. This tissue behavior may explain the different mechanism of injury such as stretching, crushing, tearing, or perforating. The direct range of damage is energy dependent and may reach a radius of a few centimeters from the primary tract due to deformation of the penetrating projectile [4]. Penetrating projectiles (not exiting) deliver their total contained kinetic energy whereas those perforating (exiting) transfer significantly less kinetic energy [3, 15, 37, 38]. Almost no extra damage, except that of direct injury to the primary tract, if “high-velocity” full-metal jacket heavy military rifle bullets, such as those fired by the AK-47, NATO 7.62-mm (American version), or the Israeli Galil rifles [14, 39–43] travels only in the soft tissue of an adult human thigh and there is almost little or no difference between the wounding effects of a low-velocity bullets [13].

Secondary injuries in distanced organs may happen due to projectile traveling in the body after changing direction because of ricocheting after hitting a hard tissue such a bone or by energy transfer to a different direction through fascial planes or vascular elements (Fig. 2.4a, b) [5, 23, 33, 43, 44].

The exit wounds can appear cone shaped; the base at the entry site, stellate, slit-like, crescentic, circular, or completely irregular and depends on the tissue

---

**Fig. 2.3** There is a circular entrance wound in the calf surrounded by a zone of reddish damaged skin. The abrasion ring is seen around the wound

---

**Fig. 2.4** The damage in the knee including the fracture of the patella (a) and the huge exit wound (b) is shown
density and the bullet behavior in different tissues or organ, the weapon and bullet characters, and it is not necessarily larger than the entrance wound [3, 4] (Fig. 2.5). At high velocities, mainly over 2,000 fps the bullet deformity and tumbling in the body usually causes a larger and more irregular exit wound than the entrance. These high velocities may allow the cavity formation at the exit site to suck into the wound foreign materials or debris [5].

2.2.1 Material Contamination

Material contamination caused by a combination of soil, clothing and skin, carried by the bullet or projectile is a major complication. This happens in all kinds of projectile wounds. Weapon fragments have been shown experimentally to cut clothing and skin and to transport these into the wound [45]. In contrast to low-energy wounds where the contamination is very limited and close to the wound track, in high-energy wounds the fragments tend to shred clothing into finer pieces, these accompanied with the high-energy projectile drive these particles throughout the large temporary cavity so that contamination is dispersed widely away from the wound track [8].

Bacteriologic counts must reach $10^5$–$10^6$ organisms per gram of tissue or per milliliter of fluid to classify as an infection. A canine study showed that immediately after injury by a low-velocity projectile, cultured bacteriologic counts were approximately $10^2$. Cultures of the projectile tracks at 12 and 24 h after injury showed counts $1.1 \times 10^5$ and $4.8 \times 10^5$, respectively, showing that the critical level of bacteria is reached in projectile tracks of low-velocity gunshot wounds within 24 h of injury [46].

This explains why at least 24 h of intravenous antibiotic treatment is required in fractures caused by high-velocity weapons in conjunction with the appropriate wound and fracture care. Similarly, in fractures caused by shotguns, thorough wound debridement and 24–48-h administration of intravenous antibiotics are necessary. However, in fractures caused by low-velocity weapons, although it is known that the bacteria count increases, there is not a preponderance of evidence showing that there is a distinct advantage to using antibiotic prophylaxis in these injuries [47].

2.2.2 Lead Toxicity

Another possible complication is lead toxicity or poisoning which is much less common than thought. Since 1850, only 19 proven cases of lead toxicity were reported from projectile fragments retained in tissues, 16 of them were located in a joint space or bone. The relative conclusion from the study was that lead toxicity is an option only if the projectile is in or near a synovial space and only then should be removed [48].

2.3 Blast Mechanisms and Tissue Damage

Musculoskeletal trauma is the most common blast injury [49]. In the recent wars, most of penetrating limb injuries were not caused by bullets but by exploding devices or ammunitions such as bombs, grenades, or land mines [45, 50–56], whereas most victims of landmine explosions have extremity wounds, many of which require amputation [57]. However, in the last wars or battles the relative incidence of extremities trauma is the same if not higher. In the second Lebanon war, 44% of the injuries were in the limbs [58] and about the same in Ofere Yezuka at Gaza strip at 2009 [59] an equal or higher number than reported in other earlier combats. The reasons for that are the better torso...
armor (such as Ceramic vests) and head helmet (Kevlar made) that relatively protect the torso [60–63], a fact that can be learned by comparison of the injuries pattern in the Iraq Freedom war between the protected US soldiers and the unprotected Iraqi soldiers (relatively higher extremities/torso injuries ratio in the American soldiers comparing to the Iraqi population) [64–66]. Another reason is the better survival rate of the severely wounded, due to better treatment and quicker evacuation and hence more patients who suffer extremities injuries successfully arrive to treatment so more extremities injuries are treated. A computer modeling and investigation of the mechanisms of fatal limb amputations in blast victims on a goat hind limb showed that these injuries are primary blast injuries caused by shock wave coupling that directly caused fracture rather than by disarticulation or by flying debris [67]. All of the primary blast victims suffered from orthopedic injuries due to secondary or tertiary mechanisms [68].

In a retrospective study of hospitalized civilians as a result of a terror explosion, children on the contrary to adults were more likely to sustain severe injuries (27% vs. 12%) and traumatic brain injury (35% vs. 20%) and less likely to sustain injuries to their extremities (35% vs. 57%) or open wounds (39% vs. 59%). The adolescent injury profile was similar to that of adults, however, adolescents presented less internal injuries, more contusions, and superficial wounds to extremities and were more likely to require surgery for mild to moderate wounds [69].

Furthermore, 85% of adult victims of terrorist bombings who require surgery have injuries to the extremities involving soft tissue alone or with fracture [49]. The relatively low cost, the preparation simplicity, and the relatively large number of casualties make bombs and explosive devices to be the preferred weapon of terrorists, and contrary to the common traditional belief that these injuries are mainly military related, these injuries are being seen more frequently among civil surgeons during peacetime due to increasing worldwide terrorism [49, 70].

The explosive device can be identified by the mechanism and intensity: Conventional weapons, for example, grenades, aerial bombs, and mortar bombs are characterized by predominance of penetrating injuries from multiple fragments; Terrorist devices vary by the explosive amount (Car bombs which contain typically 1–3 kg of commercial explosive positioned under the floor of directly beneath the driver’s seat might cause traumatic amputation of lower limbs associated with severe soft-tissue damage and often containing fragments of metal from the car and vehicle upholstery; Bare charges, for example, Booby traps are small improvised devices (<10 kg) detonated remotely by wire or radio signal are characterized by primary blast injuries and ballistic injuries due to secondary fragments; Lorry or van bombs are large devices (>40 kg) in which the detonation results in the formation of large secondary projectiles (from the body of the vehicle) and crush injuries from secondary damage to buildings; Culvert bombs are very large devices designed to disrupt passing vehicles and the vehicle may be displaced and victims ejected and they may cause gross disruption and disintegration of the body (and are characterized by predominance of secondary and tertiary injuries and not primary blast injury). A relatively low mortality rate is apparent (up to 5%) unless the device is large, explodes in a confined space or there is structural collapse, and less than 50% of those arriving to hospital will require admission. Antipersonnel mines are characterized by a predominance of Traumatic amputation of foot or leg due to standing on a buried “point detonating” mine and the damage might be increased due to shrapnel [71].

As a bomb detonates, a chemical reaction converts the solid or fluid explosive into gas, which creates high-temperature thermal reaction accompanied with a blast wave at an initial speed of approximately 6,000–7,000 km/s [72]. The difference between the blast “overpressure” and the surround’s pressure determines the blast strength and its potential to produce primary blast injuries.

Blast waves of conventional explosives are pressure pulses, a few millimeters thick, which travel at supersonic speed outward from the point of the explosion. These waves are characteristically of short duration, a positive wave with a rapid upstroke that is followed by a longer smaller negative wave (Fig. 2.6) [73–75]. The pressure then drops below ambient air pressure [76], and the resultant vacuum effect can suck debris into previously unaffected areas. In an idealized open-air explosion, the blast wave may be mathematically described by the Friedlander waveform [73]. However, blast effects are magnified if the explosion is in an enclosed space that contains the blast and causes amplification of the wave as its reflected off the enclosure surfaces [77, 78].

One exception is water; In air, the gas and air surrounding the explosion are compressed and absorb
energy from the explosion. In water (or other liquid), due to the higher density of the medium relatively to air, the direct energy transmission of the blast wave is much more significant; because of it being incompressible, there is little absorption and the pressure wave is transmitted with greater intensity over a longer range. The lethal range of an explosion in water is far greater than the same mass of explosion in air and this increases mortality in underwater explosions. The potential damage depends on (1) the size of the charge, (2) depth of detonation, and (3) distance from the target [79]. The shrapnel’s effect in contrary is lesser in water compared to air for the same reason, the energy lost in water is much more significant than in air.

Blast injuries have been generally categorized as primary, secondary, tertiary, or miscellaneous [73, 78].

In primary mechanism, the blast wave causes the direct injury, typically to air-containing organs: the lungs, small and (particularly) large bowels, and the auditory system [80, 81]. The suggested mechanisms for primary blast effects include: direct compressive effects of the blast wave; spilling, in which denser tissue fragments into less dense tissue as the blast wave advances through the tissues; implosion, in which gas pockets momentarily contract and re-expand rapidly, injuring tissues, and stress and shear forces, which cause injury because of the differential response of tissues to these forces [82, 83]. It has been demonstrated in previous researches that blast force has also extensive, measurable pathophysiologic alterations such as elevations in the plasma arachidonic acid metabolites thromboxane A, prostacycinn, and sulfidopeptide leukotrienes [84].

In secondary mechanism, the fragments from the bomb or the surrounding environment impact the subject causing blunt and penetrating injury [45, 85, 86]. This may cause mild or severe injuries to many of the survivors from the primary blast effect and it can cause damage to up to two thirds of the survivors [5, 87–90]. All of the primary blast victims have suffered from orthopedic injuries.

In tertiary mechanism, the blast wave propels the subject into another causing injury [91]. Other extra relative mechanisms of injury are exposure to dust, thermal burns from an explosion, or burns from fires started by the blast, and inhalation of noxious fumes.

The primary blast effect decreased inversely to the distance from the primary blast due to $1/r^3$ whereas the shrapnel’s continues longer to larger perimeter due to $1/2 \cdot m \cdot v^2$. Therefore, the perimeter of direct blast injury is much smaller than the bomb fragments zone injury with initial velocities of 6,000 m/s [92] as demonstrated in figure (Fig. 2.7). These bomb fragments are
preplanned to aggravate the damage and they can be made from metal objects such as screws, pins, balls, or from other materials such as rubber, wood, plastics, and ceramics. Furthermore, these fragments may contain biologic, chemical, or even radioactive elements that are dispersed by the bomb blast causing other forms of injury. (Fig. 2.8a, b).

Special devices such as the antipersonnel mine is designed to release a large amount of explosive energy at a short range, which often leads to either an immediate traumatic amputation, or delayed surgical amputation due to the extent of soft-tissue injury. The contralateral limb might also be severely injured, but usually less severe, without a risk of amputation. One exception is upper limb injuries due to mines’ handling (a professional risk of a sapper) [93]. The destructive effects of the antipersonnel mines are due to stress waves entering the limb, penetrating injuries from fragments, footwear, and soil, dynamic overpressure loads on tissues, and shear produced by the flow of products. Stress waves travel through a limb at about the specific sound speed of each tissue depending on the tissue acoustic impedance (related to density). These cause different energy loses in the interfaces between different tissues and lead to cellular disruption, soft-tissue destruction, and bony microfractures. These may explain the relatively proximal injury extent, up to the thigh or demyelination of nerves up to 30 cm above the most proximal area of macroscopic recognized soft-tissue injury [67, 94]. A retrospective analysis from the International Committee of the Red Cross, of 757 victims of anti-personnel mines, has identified three patterns of injuries among survivors [57].

A – Injuries occur when a buried mine is stepped upon and produce severe lower limb injuries including traumatic amputations; B – The device explodes near to the victim. This may be due to a buried mine activated by another individual, or due to a pull-action mine that is placed above ground level and activated by triggering a trip wire connected to the device. Lower limb injuries occur, but are less severe than in pattern A, with traumatic amputations less common. Injuries to the head, chest, and abdomen are common; C – Injuries occur when the device explodes while the victim is handling it, and this induces severe facial and upper limb injuries. In addition, other device-specific injuries to the face, thorax, and upper limbs can occur accompanied with high mortality [94].

Blast effects in vehicles, like bus blasts during terror events, have, in a way, different results, which are in between open area and closed space blast effects. Although a bus is a closed space, it has relatively soft “walls” and windows and therefore the energy and blast behavior is a bit different and the secondary or tertiary blast effects are more severe, probably because of the huge shrapnel potential and internal objects (such as the chairs) that may cause secondary trauma by collision with the human body that move forcefully toward them. The different behavior is represented in Table 2.1. It demonstrates the Israeli results of injuries caused by bus blasts due to terror suicide bomb attacks [77, 90].

Musculoskeletal trauma resulting from an explosive detonation is also manifested as primary, secondary, tertiary, or miscellaneous blast injury, in isolation or in combination. Although relatively uncommon in survivor’s primary blast injury, especially high energy released can fracture bones and cause limb avulsions
Limb amputation has a grave prognosis, despite aggressive treatment, reporting that only 9 of 52 servicemen who sustained traumatic amputations from explosions in Northern Ireland survived [71]. In the lower limb, the prevalence of traumatic amputation was significantly higher \((p < 0.001)\) at the level of the tibial tuberosity than at other sites [96], contrary to the upper limb where significant tendency was reported that more traumatic amputation occurred through distal part. The suggested mechanism for primary blast-induced amputation was a combination of blast-wave-induced fracture, due predominantly to coaxial forces, followed by limb avulsion through the fracture site by dynamic forces (the blast wind) acting on the whole limb [67].

Secondary blast injuries caused by flying casing fragments or other debris are the blast injuries that most often involve the musculoskeletal system [97] and large enough fragments (higher but mainly lower velocity of \(<600\) m/s) can cause direct limb amputation [67, 83, 98]. Upon striking tissue, even at a low velocity, these fragments may exhibit a tumbling or so-called shimmy effect that can increase the amount of tissue damage [36, 99]. More damage might be induced by moving environmental debris into the wound [45, 98, 100–102]. Furthermore, a large, slow projectile can crush a large amount of tissue, and projectile fragmentation that may occur within the body can greatly increase temporary cavity effects [61].

Many injuries such as soft crash or fractures are caused by tertiary mechanism when the victims are thrown to the ground or other objects [75]. Miscellaneous orthopedic blast injuries are much less common than secondary blast injuries and may include burns from the thermal effects of explosions or from secondary fires [76].

Most orthopedic blast trauma, however, is caused mainly by the secondary effect – penetrating fragment injury, which is the main cause of injury both in warfare and in most terrorist attacks in the Middle East and depends on subject distance from the detonation center, the shape and size of the fragments, and the number of foreign bodies implanted or created by the explosive [103]. The size and shape of the fragments may affect the extent of soft-tissue injury whereas a large flat irregular shape metal piece may induce severe muscle and skin damage because of the large contact area, in comparison to the less extensive damage caused by the relatively narrow path of a handgun bullet [104]. However, when comparing the effects of blast injury related to neurovascular damage, compartment syndrome, and soft-tissue damage, local tissue damage may be slightly less extensive than with high-velocity gunshot injuries [103].

### 2.3.1 Heterotopic Ossification

Other complication is heterotopic ossification which is seen in approximately 50–60% of patients from Iraq who sustain amputations as a result of severe war trauma, most commonly from detonating ordnance [105]. Although infrequently seen in civilian amputees, heterotopic ossification may interfere with prosthetic wear, result in additional surgery, and thus delay rehabilitation. The mechanism by which blast injury causes increased risk of heterotopic ossification is not clear and significant elevations in the plasma arachidonic acid metabolites thromboxane A2, prostacyclin, and sulfidopeptide leukotrienes were found in patients...
with acute injuries from explosive blasts compared with a control group with similar injury scores [106]. Systemic effects combined with sequela of regional bony and soft-tissue injury may play a role in the development of heterotopic ossification [107, 108].
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